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Zenfone 3 specs

Asus ZenFone 3 (ZE520KL) smartphone was launched in August 2016. The phone comes with a 5.20-inch touchscreen display with a resolution of 1080x1920 pixels. Asus ZenFone 3 (ZE520KL) is powered by a 2GHz octa core Qualcomm Snapdragon 625 processor. It comes with 3GB of RAM. The Asus ZenFone 3
(ZE520KL) runs Android 6.0 and is powered by a 2650mAh non-removable battery. As far as the cameras are concerned, the Asus ZenFone 3 (ZE520KL) is on the rear packs 16 megapixel camera. It sports an 8-megapixel camera in front for selfies. The Asus ZenFone 3 (ZE520KL) runs ZenUI 3 based on Android 6.0
and packs 32GB built-in storage that can be expanded via microSD card (up to 2000GB). The Asus ZenFone 3 (ZE520KL) is a dual SIM (GSM and GSM) smartphone that adopts Micro-SIM and Nano-SIM cards. The Asus ZenFone 3 (ZE520KL) measures 146.87 x 73.98 x 7.69mm (height x width x thickness) and
weighs 144.00 grams. It was launched in Safhire Black, Moonlight White, and Shimmer Gold colors. Connectivity options on the Asus ZenFone 3 (ZE520KL) include Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n/n/ac, GPS, Bluetooth v4.20, Infrared, USB OTG, FM radio, 3G and 4G (with support for Band 40 used by some LTE networks in India).
Sensors on the phone include acceleration meter, amending light sensor, gyroscope, proximity sensor, and compass/magnetometer. As of 16 November 2020, Asus ZenFone 3 (ZE520KL) price in India starts at Rs. 9,999. ASUS today made the fold off three new Android phones in mid-to-high-end space, including the
giant ZenFone 3 Ultra and the most advanced ASUS phone yet, the Snapdragon 820-powered ZenFone 3 Deluxe. With three new phones coming simultaneously, it's worth taking a look at the species to see how they compare. Check below for a complete run-off of ZenFone 3, ZenFone 3 Deluxe and ZenFone 3 Ultra
hardware species. Category ZenFone 3 ZenFone 3 Deluxe ZenFone 3 Ultra Display 1080p 5.5-inch SuperIPS + LCD77.3% screen to body radio 1080p 5.7-inch SuperAMOLED79% screen to body ratio 1080p 6.6.63% screen8-inch IPD LCD79% screen body relationship Construction Front and behind Corning Gorilla



Glass panels with 2.5D contour edges and metal frame Full aluminum alloy tireless with invisible antenna Full aluminum tireless with invisible antenna Processor Qualcomm Snapdragon 625Octa Core 14nm8x1.4GHz ARM Cortex-A53 Qualcomm Snapdragon 821 Qualcomm Snapdragon 652Octa-core 28nm4x1.8GHz
ARM Cortex-A724x1.4GHz ARM Cortex-A53 GPU Adreno 506 Adreno 530 Adreno 510 RAM 4GB 6GB 4GB Main Camera 16MP ASUS PixelMaster 3.0 (Sony IMX298 sensor)f/2.0, 6-element Largan lens0.03 second TriTech autofocus4 axis OIS3 axis EISColor correction sensorDual-tone LED flash 23MP ASUS
PixelMaster 3.0 (Sony IMX318 sensor)f/2.0 , 6-element Largan lens0.03 second TriTech autofocus4 axis OIS3 axis EISColor correction sensorDual-tone flits 23MP ASUS PixelMaster 3.0 (Sony IMX318 sensor)f/2.0, 6-element Largan lens0.03 lens0.03 TriTech autofocus4-axis OIS3-axis EISColor correction sensorDual-
tone LED flash Front camera 8MP, 85-degree wide-angle lens 8MP, 85-degree wide-angle lens 8MP, 85-degree wide-angle lens Wireless 802.11ac Wi-Fi: 5G/2.4G, MIMOCat 6 LTE 802.11ac Wi-Fi: 5G/2.4G, MIMOCat 13 LTE + 3CA 802.11ac Wi-Fi: 5G/2.4G, MIMOCat 6 LTE Fingerprint sensor Rear sensor, 5-finger
registration, 360 degree recognition Rear sensor, 5-finger registration, 360 degree recognition Below screen sensor, 5-finger registration, 360 degree recognition Connectibity Bluetooth 4.2Type-C USB 2.0 Bluetooth 4.2Type-C USB 3.0 Bluetooth 4.2Type-C USB 2.0 SIM/SD slots Slot 1: MicroSIM (4G)Slot 2: NanoSM
(3G) or MicroSD Slot 1: MicroSIM (4G)Slot 2: NanoSM (3G) or MicroSD Slot 1: MicroSIM (4G)Slot 2: NanoSM (3G) or MicroSD GPS GPS , AGPS, GLONASS, BEIDOU GPS, AGPS, GLONASS, BEIDOU GPS, AGPS, GLONASS, BEIDOU OS Andorid 6.0 MarshmallowZenUI 3.0 Andorid 6.0 MarshmallowZenUI 3.0
Andorid 6.0 MarshmallowZenUI 3.0 Battery 3,000mAh 3,000mAh with Quick Charge 3.0 4,600mAh with Quick Charge 3.0 Audio Hi-Res AudioNew 5-magnet speakerNXP Smart AMP Hi-Res AudioNew 5-magnet speakerNXP Smart AMP Hi-Res AudioNew 5-magnet speakerNXP Smart AMPDTS Headphone: X 7.1DTS
HD Premium Sound Video Processor     ASUS Tru2Life+ featuring PixelWorks 4K TV Grade processorDisplayPort over USB Type C Other features   Always on panel Power bank capability with 1.5A rapid reverse charge Colors Shimmer GoldAqua BlueSapphire BlackMoonlight White Titanium GrayGlacier SilverSand
Gold Titanium GrayGlacier SilverRose Pink view on your table View the model in 3D Cellular A-GPS, BeiDou, GLONASS, GPS WCDMA (UMTS) / GSM 850/900/1800/1900 Mobile Broadband Generation Android 6.0 (Marshmallow) SIM Card Configuration Details micro SIM + nano SIM/microSD Details Phone Features
Speakerphone , stembeheer, oproep timer, konferensie oproep, vlug af, stem skakel, vibrerende waarskuwing Versneller, omringende lig sensor, nabyheid sensor, digitale kompas, Gyro sensor, hall sensor, RGB sensor Hi-Res Klank, Google Drive Berging (100 GB) (gratis vir 2 jaar), ASUS SonicMaster 3.0 tegnologie
Miscellaneous RGB sensor, versnellingsmeter, omringende lig sensor, digitale kompas, gyro sensor, saal sensor, nabyheid sensor Mesaging &amp; Internet GPRS, HSDPA, HSPA +, HSUPA, LTE Bluetooth 4.2, IEEE 802.11ac, Infrarooi (IrDA) Verwerker Display Corning Gorilla Glass (kras bestand glas) Kamera 4-as 4
Stops Optiese Beeld Stabiliseerder (OIS), 6-stuk lens, Alle Smiles af, Elektroniese Beeld Stabiliseerder (EIS), GIF animasie funksie, Laser autofocus, Lae lig geskiet, Mini af, Panorama, PixelMaster kamera, Real time skoonheid af, Slow Motion af, Smart Remove, Tyd Draai terug , Tyd-verval modus, handleiding af, nag
af, real-time HDR, saffer kristal lens dekking, super resolusie af, video-opname Geheue Ondersteun flits geheue kaarte microSDHC, microSDXC Up to 128 GB Multimedia Digital Camera 4 axis 4 Stops Optical Image Stabilizer (EIS), 6-piece lens, All Smiles Mode, Electronic Image Stabilizer (EIS), GIF animation feature,
Laser autofocus, Low light shot, Mini Mode, Panorama, PixelMaster camera, Real time beauty mode, Slow Movement Mode, Smart Remove, Time Rewind, Time-Expiration Mode, Manual Mode, Night Mode, Real-Time HDR, Sapphire Crystal , video recording Header CE Input Device touch sensitive screen (multi-touch)
RGB sensor features, acceleration meter, ambient light sensor, digital compass, gyro sensor, hall sensor, proximity sensor call timer, conference call, Flight Mode, Speaker, Vibrating Alert, Voice Control, Voice Link ASUS SonicMaster 3.0 technology, Google Drive Storage (100 GB) (free for 2 years), Hi-Res Audio RAM
Flash Memory Supports Flash Memory Maps Graphic System Optical Sensor Front-Facing Camera GPU (Graphics Processing Quickly manipulates and changes memory to create images In a frame buffer intended for output to a display, this includes things like lighting effects, object transformations, and 3D movement.
RAM (Memory) RAM (Random Access Memory) is a type of computer memory that can be randomly accessed, any ounce of memory can be accessed without obtaining the preceding bytes that allow information to quickly save and access quickly from random locations. RAM is the most common type of memory found
in computer systems, smartphones, tablets and other electronic devices. Internal Storage internal storage is a data storage location (flash memory) mostly used in smartphones, tablets and other electronic devices where operating system, applications, music, photos, videos, files and other user data are stored. Memory
Card Slot Memory Card Lock is a special lock for inserting a memory card. Memory cards allow you to expand the phone's built-in memory, a memory card (sometimes known as a flash memory card or a storage card), is a small storage medium used to store data such as text, pictures, audio and video, for use on small,
portable or remote computer devices such as mobile phones, mp3 players, digital cameras. MicroSD can be extended to 128G Sensors are electronic components that are discovered and respond to some kind of input from the physical environment. The specific inputs can be light, heat, movement, moisture, printing and
location, the output is generally a signal that is converted to use in computer systems, a location sensor, such as a GPS recipient being able to detect the current location of your electronic device. GPU GPU (Graphic Processing Unit) is a single chip processor designed to quickly manipulate and change memory to
accelerate the creation of images in a frame buffer intended for output after a display, this includes things beligtingseffekte, voorwerptransformasies in Movement. RAM (Memory) RAM (Random Access Memory) is a type of computer memory that can be randomly accessed, any ounce of memory can be accessed
without obtaining the preceding bytes that allow information to quickly save and access quickly from random locations. RAM is the most common type of memory found in computer systems, smartphones, tablets and other electronic devices. Internal Storage internal storage is a data storage location (flash memory)
mostly used in smartphones, tablets and other electronic devices where operating system, applications, music, photos, videos, files and other user data are stored. Memory Card Slot Memory Card Lock is a special lock for inserting a memory card. Memory cards allow you to expand the phone's built-in memory, a
memory card (sometimes known as a flash memory card or a storage card), is a small storage medium used to store data such as text, pictures, audio and video, for use on small, portable or remote computer devices such as mobile phones, mp3 players, digital cameras. Sensors Sensors are electronic components that
detect and respond to some kind of input from the physical environment. The specific inputs can be light, heat, movement, moisture, printing and location, the output is generally a signal that is converted to use in computer systems, a location sensor, such as a GPS recipient being able to detect the current location of
your electronic device. Fingerprint (back-mounted), accelerator, gyro, proximity, compass compass
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